SCHOOL COUNCIL MEETING
Agenda




Prayer
Matters arising from
last time
Successes, Ideas,
problems

Sports

Date: 7/06/17

Summary

Action

Mr Wilson started the meeting with a prayer about the victims and
families of the terrorist attack in Borough. We kept a silence and
thanked God for our families and for each other.
Matters arising
SC brought up computer club and noted that the Year 6’s had
stopped running the club. Year 6 reps reported that they had been
very busy during the SATs period in school. Mr Wilson spoke to SC
about the buying some Chromebooks and suggested these could be
used at lunchtime after they are installed.
One rep asked what we would do with the other computers in class.
SC agreed that some computers should be loaned on long term
loans to children who do not have computer access at home.
Councillors reported that cutlery and plates were still sometimes
unclean or powdery looking in the dining room. Darius agreed to
speak to Roberto about this.
SC reported that the water pressure was high in the top floor toilet
but had been fixed in the other areas.
Class 5 councillors reported that some children had expressed
concern that the same children are getting chosen for sports
tournaments and events. SC discussed the challenge of balancing
the fact lots of children wanted to take part with the desire to field the
best possible team and win. SC suggested that 2 to 3 new people
were always chosen when sporting teams went out to ensure that it
was fair.

Mr Wilson to order
computers.

Darius to talk to
Roberto

Mr Wilson to talk to
Mr King about the
problem.
Invite Mr King to SC
meeting
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Dining hall

Ideas

Successes

Class 2 reported that the custard had been lumpy sometimes in the
dining hall. SC were generally concerned about children not clearing
up well enough after they had eaten. SC had a long discussion about
how this could be improved. The following suggestions were
explored:
- Asking staff to stop cleaning up because it is making children
lazy.
- Having cloths and cleaning materials for children to use
- Having lunchtime monitors to clean and wash up
- Having a washing up area so that all children have to was their
own plates and dishes.

SC Rep to talk to
classes about
cleanliness in the
dining hall and as for
their ideas.

SC reps reminded Mr Wilson about the agreement to have teddies in
each class which could be taken away in the holidays to support
learning about the world. Children could be asked to take the teddy
on holiday and bring back photos and information about the things
the teddy ‘enjoyed!’ Edie informed SC that her mum worked for Jelly
Cat.
SC requested a talent show. Mr Wilson informed SC that one was
already being arranged by Ms Harris and Toby in Playcentre.
Children discussed doing the adult for a day project or an activity
which involved teaching or supporting the younger children.
SC in Class 1 reported that their resources were really well
organised. They also stated that books around the school were really
useful and some people were really enjoying gardening club.
SC asked for more stationary in the classroom. Some classes
reported not having enough green pens or enough glue sticks. Mr
Wilson informed SC that lots of resources were in school and that he
would remind teachers they are free to use them when they get low
in the classroom.
Several reps reported that SC’s decision to allow sandals in the
summer term had been a great success
One rep asked if swimming could be reintroduced in Year 5 and 6. Mr
Wilson said no because limiting swimming gave more opportunities
for other sports and now people have longer in the pool, almost
everyone can swim.

Edie to ask her mum
if Jelly Cat will
donate 8 teddies

Trial of lunchtime
monitors

Teacher to discuss
possible ideas
Teachers to be
reminded that there
are plenty of glue in
the resource room.
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Problems

Children had reported that they were thirsty in lessons sometimes
and would like to have the option of having a water bottle on tables

Mr Wilson to talk to
teachers about
water.

SC had a discussion about classes being punished if someone does
something wrong. SC agreed that it was unfair for a whole class to be
punished for one person doing something wrong. Mr Wilson
reminded councillors that it was okay for the class to be rewarded for
the behaviour of an individual though as that helped with team work.
Some reps reported that girls don’t get a fair chance to play table
tennis. SC suggested having a girl’s only day as a trial. SC agreed
that this would help everyone to understand that both girls and boys
should have the chance to play table tennis. Some reps were
concerned that one or two children were getting a little cross and silly
when they lost a game. SC agreed that the Chair and Secretary
would talk to assembly about this on Monday.

Chair to talk about
table tennis on
Monday

There was some discussion about having salt on the dinner table. Mr
Wilson informed SC that this was not allowed.
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